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ABSTRACT
Reactive programming is a recent programming paradigm that
specifically targets reactive applications. Over the years, a number
of reactive languages have been proposed, with different combina-
tions of features, and various target domains.

Unfortunately, there is a lack of knowledge about the experience
of developing software applications with reactive languages. As a
result, a number of design choices in reactive programming lan-
guages remain disconnected from experience and the applicability
of reactive programming to various domains remains unclear.

To bridge this gap, we report on our experience of developing
reactive applications as well as teaching reactive programming in
REScala, which we collected over several years of research and
practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reactive programming (RP) is a programming paradigm that aims
to expressing time-changing, interactive applications in purely func-
tional languages. RP has been studied intensively [6, 8–11, 15, 28, 29,
33, 36, 38, 40, 41] and has spread from the original purely functional
setting into imperative and object-oriented languages [3, 7, 21, 34].

However, little literature exists on developing applications in the
reactive paradigm beyond the small case studies used to exemplify
or evaluate each new RP language. As a result, not much is known
about the programming experience with the reactive paradigm. For
example, it is hard to evaluate if a RP language is a good fit for a
specific domain, to compare different RP language designs, or even
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to build knowledge about recurring problems when developing
with RP.

In this paper, we discuss our experience of developing reactive
applications with REScala [34], a RP language embedded into Scala.
Over the years, we used REScala to implement a number of case
studies and libraries, gaining insights regarding several aspects
of RP applications and languages including (1) the emergence of
common idioms and patterns, (2) the role of RP in various domains,
and (3) the design and the implementation of RP languages. For
(1), we investigate usage experience with RP regarding various
patterns that over the years emerged when using RP both in a
purely functional settings as well as when including RP as part of
imperative applications. Our case studies have been maintained
over a period of multiple years and by different people. For (2),
we consider RP libraries as well as standalone software and apply
RP to several application domains. This experience is particularly
important to gain insights about the applicability of RP to other
domains than simple GUIs and animations – the traditional target
of RP. For (3), we report on our experience with REScala specifically,
both as users and developers of the language, to provide insights on
how choices in the RP language design influence its use in reactive
applications.

We believe that sharing our experience helps researchers to
understand how RP is used effectively. It also guides developers to
decide whether RP is applicable in their domain, and it supports
designers of RP languages considering design tradeoffs.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background
on RP required for the rest of the paper. Section 3 contains our
research questions, which share our experience in the different
aspects of RP. The questions are grouped according to the three
points above, and each questions can be read individually. Section 5
provides an overview of recent work on RP. Section 4 concludes.

2 REACTIVE PROGRAMMING
BACKGROUND

Today’s RP is derived from functional reactive programming (FRP).
FRP was first applied to functional modelling of animations [11].
Early FRP systems compute individual frames of an animation given
timestamp t of the frame. FRP languages provide composable oper-
ators for the computation of frames. In these systems, computation
is synchronous and pull based, i.e., when the frame at time t is re-
quested all operators are evaluated at that time and the resulting
values are pulled into one final result.

More recently, reactive programming has been introduced into
a number of mainstream languages mostly targeting interactive
applications in the GUI domain [6, 21]. In the interactive setting,
pull based evaluation of continuous time operators is found to be
inefficient, because all inputs events have to be stored and repro-
cessed every time a frame is requested. To solve the inefficiency,
push-based evaluation is introduced [10]. Input events are eagerly
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pushed into the reactive graph, the graph of connected operators.
For each input, operators recompute and cache their current value.
Evaluation is still synchronous, i.e., all reactions (recomputations of
operators) to an input event happen at the same time. The system
produces the current state now, and it is impossible to query past
or future timestamps t .

RP languages with synchronous semantics such as Flapjax [21]
or FrTime [6] are different from languages such as reactive exten-
sions [18], or stream processing systems [1, 42], where operators
are asynchronous, i.e., there is no concept of now. This gap inspired
researchers to combine asynchronous evaluation with synchronous
RP languages [8].

2.1 REScala
REScala [34] adopts the synchronous, push-based propagation
model, and supports two kinds of reactive abstractions, events and
signals for discrete or continuous time changing values. Signals and
events expose to the programmer a set of operators and conversions
operators between the two.

A signal always holds a value, and represents state in the pro-
gram, e.g., the current text of an input field. An event only has a
value when the event fires, and it represents actions that occur in
the program, e.g., when a button is clicked. The following example
demonstrates part of the REScala API:

1 // Vars are signals, that take imperative input

2 val text = Var("Textfield")

3 // Evts are events, which are fired imperatively

4 val click = Evt[Unit]

5 // derives a signal, that counts the button clicks

6 val derived: Signal[Int] = click.count()

7 // combines two signals (+ is string concatenation)

8 val label = Signal { text() + derived() }

9 // read the current value of a signal

10 label.now // "Textfield 0"

11 //set the Var, every derived value updates

12 text.set("Button click") // "Button click 0"

13 //fire the evt, also automatic updates

14 click.fire() // "Button click 1"

15 //update multiple events and signals

16 transaction {

17 text.set("Transaction text")

18 click.fire()

19 } // label text is "Transaction text 2"

20 //add an imperative callback

21 click.observe(_ => println("the button was clicked"))

Var and Evt (Lines 2, 4) are created as inputs of changes from im-
perative code. Events and signals are derived from other events
and/or signals (Lines 6, 8), as long as no cyclic dependencies are
formed. Derived events or signals are automatically updated when-
ever an input changes (Lines 12, 14). The change is propagated
synchronously, i.e., when multiple inputs change as one update
(Line 16) then all derived events and signals are recomputed ex-
actly once for that update. Intermediate values are prevented – a
property called glitch freedom. Side effects are forbidden as part of
normal operators, however, operators such as count in Line 6 have

Table 1: REScala case studies

Case study Type LoC Domain

CRDTs Library 706 Distributed
Datastructures Library 688 Datastructures
Dividi Application 254 Distributed
Editor Application 1960 Text editing
Examples Application 1713 Misc
Mill game Application 428 Turn based
Paroli chat Application 100 Chat
Pong game Application 706 Realtime, distributed
Reactive streams Library 93 Asynchrony
REScalafx Library 70 GUI
REScalatags Library 87 GUI
Swing Library 1541 GUI
RSS Application 1338 Content reader
Shapes Application 1232 Drawing
Tests Tests 587 Mics
Todolist Application 177 Note taking
Universe Application 475 Simulation

internal state managed by the language, and user defined impera-
tive reactions (Line 21) are executed after a change has been fully
processed. We strongly recommend the REScala manual1 and the
API documentation linked from the manual for details of specific
operators or functionality.

2.2 A Note on Scala Syntax
In the rest, we assume that Scala syntax is familiar to readers, or
can be inferred form similarities to other languages. To help readers
unfamiliar with Scala, some subtleties are clarified below:

1 // define a function

2 { (x: Int, y: Int) => x + y }

3 // type annotations can be inferred, and braces and

parenthesis are often optional

4 stringEvent.map( someString => someString.length )

5 // unused parameters are named _

6 event.observe(_ => println("observed"))

7 // parenthesis or braces are used interchangeably

8 event.observe { _ => println("observed") }

Functions in Scala have very flexible syntax regarding the place-
ment of parenthesis, braces, and type annotations. In general, on
the left of => there is a list of parameters, and on the right there
is a sequence of statements for the function body (Line 2). The
type of function parameters and the scope of the function is often
provided by the surrounding context, e.g., in Line 4 the map oper-
ator of the Event[String] receives a function accepting a String.
Underscore indicates unused parameters (Line 6) and parenthesis
are interchangeable with braces (Line 8).

3 PROGRAMMING EXPERIENCE
Since the early development of REScala we implemented applica-
tions to verify the viability of the design of REScala. Since then,
1www.rescala-lang.com/manual
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several people have been contributing to the project developing a
number of case studies. The most important case studies are shown
in Table 1.

The case studies cover different types of applications. Stan-
dalone applications provide self-contained functionalities. Reactive
libraries are reusable libraries that expose an API based on RP. Since
they heavily use reactive features, we also include the REScala test
cases. The size of the case studies is very diverse, ranging from few
lines of code to thousands lines of code (LoC column). Finally, the
case studies cover different applicative domains which include text
editing, simulation, graphics, and gaming (Domain column).

3.1 Idioms and Patterns
Certain idioms and patterns seem to reoccur in reactive programs,
and we elaborate how they help with maintainability and testing
of RP applications.

3.1.1 Idiomatic Code. As every programming paradigm, RP re-
quires a specific coding style that takes time to learn and refine.
Developers with an imperative background perform side effects on
shared state rather than opting for functional processing of event
streams. For example, to count how often an event is fired, a muta-
ble variable is updated inside of a map expression, and the value of
the variable is propagated:

var count = 0

val mapped: Event[Int] = event.map { _ =>

count += 1 // bad: mutation inside operator

count

}

However, mutations of count outside of the map are ignored by the
language, and are hard to reason about. The idiomatic REScala
solution is to use fold, an operator with internal state managed
by the reactive language, that applies a user defined function to
generate the new state from the old state:

val counted: Signal[Int] =

event.fold(0) { (count, _) => count + 1 }

// or just `event.count`

In our experience, fold is adequate to model any stateful computa-
tions, but it requires programmers to understand purely functional
state management (e.g., using the accumulator and return value
to manage state). In some cases, it is necessary to handle multiple
events in the same fold to make the state accessible in all cases.
Examples are user interfaces, where a user modifies the same value
by entering text, or dragging a slider. Our case studies include an
example where an elevator computes the time it has spent wait-
ing on the current floor, depending on a reachedFloor event which
resets the value and a tick event increasing the value:

val waitingTime: Signal[Int] =

reachedFloor.reset(0) { _ =>

tick.iterate(0) { acc =>

if (isWaiting()) acc + 1 else acc

}}

The code above is hard to understand even for seasoned RP de-
velopers and requires a nested call of iterate inside a reset both
of which have semantics derived from fold. Fortunately, there is
a more idiomatic alternative when folding over multiple events.
REScala supports an extended syntax for folds, which takes a list of
events and associated update functions, to compute the next state
from the current one:

val waitingTime: Signal[Int] =

Events.fold(0)( acc => Seq(

// The -> operator creates a pair

reachedFloor -> {_ => 0},

tick -> {_ => if (isWaiting()) acc + 1 else acc }

))

The extended fold states the intention more clearly. Each event is
paired with a handler function (Line 4) describing the behavior of
the fold when the corresponding event occurs. The reachedFloor

resets the state to one, and tick increments the state by one if the
elevator is currently waiting. When multiple events occur at the
same time, the handlers are executed from top to bottom.

The correct use of fold is one of the common problems we see
when developers with an imperative background write applications
with RP. However, developers seem to know that mutable state is
problematic and they try to use fold, but they often end up with
complex and hard to understand fold expressions. We believe the
issue to be a lack of available examples and references for writing
readable complex fold expressions.

3.1.2 Maintenance. For maintainability, we want to highlight
one crucial part of RP: statically known dependency relations with
automatic update propagation. As a contrived example – for the
sake of brevity – consider a door system that imperatively turns
the lights on or off, when the doors open or close:

var light = On

object DoorSystem {

def onClose() = { light = Off }

def onOpen() = { light = On }

}

Other objects rely on the state of light and must be notified when
it changes, but the API does not specify how notifications happen.
With RP dependencies are made explicit, and notifications happen
automatically:

object DoorSystem {

val closed: Signal[Boolean]

}

val light = Signal {

if (DoorSystem.closed()) Off else On

}

In the updated example, the closed state of the door is a proper
part of the public API of the DoorSystem object, including the fact
that the state changes over time. The example generalizes to bigger
projects. RP operators integrate seamlessly into existing APIs, and
work with existing tools: the type system, IDE based refactoring,
linters, etc.
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It is possible to achieve a similar result by manually encoding
time changing values and observers into the API of an objects,
however maintaining the encoding requires discipline. In our expe-
rience with the REScala case studies, the better API design is used
in most cases by all developers.

3.1.3 Testing with Reactive Programming. Our experience with
testing in the cases studies is limited to unit tests. We observed no
particular difficulties: Testing RP is not different than testing code
in the OO paradigm. RP operators are tested at a similar granularity
as method calls, and tests exercise the operators and observe the
resulting values, using imperative accessors. For events, it is often
useful to use the list operator (Lines 5, 7) to make all occurrences
of the event accessible as a list:

1 val input = Evt[String]

2 val greeting: Event[String] =

3 input.map(name => s"Hello $name")

4 val inputLog: Signal[List[String]] =

5 input.list()

6 val greetingLog: Event[List[String]] =

7 greeting.list()

8

9 assert(inputLog.now() == Nil)

10 assert(greetingLog.now() == Nil)

11

12 input.fire("world")

13

14 assert(inputLog.now() == List("world"))

15 assert(greetingLog.now() == List("Hello world"))

RP programs are written in a more functional style composing
behavior based on small individual functions, such as the map in
Line 3.

To test complex reactive graphs the language provides tools
similar to mock based solutions in object oriented languages. It is
possible to simulate the value of individual events or signals to test
derived operators on specific inputs. Assume that the value of some
input signal is not under control of the tests, but a derived signal
testMe is tested:

1 val input: Signal[String] = ...

2 val testMe = Signal { input().toLowerCase }

3

4 reevaluate(testMe).assuming(input -> "TEST String")

5 assert(testMe.now() == "test string")

The code in Line 4 forces a reevaluation of the signal, and simulates
the values of the inputs of the signal. Using this technique allows
very fine granular tests without modifying the code to be tested,
and we believe the strategy supports testing arbitrarily complex
applications, much bigger that the examples in our case studies.

3.2 Applicability of Reactive Programming
Since its early days, RP has been applied to more domains outside
of purely functional animations. We highlight some of them, and
report how RP has adapted and grown to support the new use cases,
and how RP compares existing similar paradigms.

3.2.1 Application Domains. The REScala case studies in Table 1,
consist of interactive application domains, such as text editing, note
taking, games, and networking, and one non-interactive simulation
(Universe).

Regardless of the application domain, our case studies demon-
strate how interactive tasks are modeled in RP.We discuss examples
and highlight why RP simplifies the development of interactive
tasks. RP supports detecting gestures and other complex user input
using stateful event processing, as shown by Shapes – a drawing
application. Automatic management of state in RP allows one to
write applications with persistent state such as Todolist2, a web
application which stores a list of tasks (surviving browser restarts).
A design similar to interactive software was also valid of the Dividi
distributed ledger that merges local and remote updates using even-
tual consistent semantics. Handling network messages is similar
to handling user input, and automatic change propagation lends
itself very well to ensure the whole system becomes eventually
consistent, when all network messages are received.

On the other hand, RP has less advantages over the imperative
paradigm, in the case of non interactive applications such as the
Universe simulation. The simulation requires an update loop to
compute the next state given the current one, without the need to
process new input. The cyclic structure of the update loop is not
handled by RP. In this case, the application uses imperative code.
We believe that better integration of cyclic processes into RP is an
area that would benefits from further research.

Besides our direct experience in the case studies, it is interesting
to note that special purpose RP languages have been designed for
domains such as robotics [15], network switches [13], and wireless
sensor networks [27]. In these works, RP is used to handle the
interaction between multiple computer systems. Our conclusion
is that the concepts of RP are demonstrated to be useful in every
interactive domain, either with a general purpose or special purpose
language implementation.

3.2.2 Purity in (Functional) Reactive Programming. RP has been
initially developed in the context of pure functional languages, and
operators in RP are still free of side effects. However, imperative
languages allow to change the graph during execution. Consider
creating a button for a UI, deriving a label signal that states how
often the button was clicked, and displaying the label text on the
button itself:

val button = new Button

val label: Signal[String] = button.click.count

.map(c => s"This button was clicked $c times")

label.observe(txt => button.text = txt)

The last line sets the text of the button when the label changes –
an imperative interaction not allowed in a pure language. In pure
languages, the label text of the button has to be provided when the
button is created, which leads to a cyclic definition (button depends
on label, and label on button). A solution is shown in the following
code example where the handler is registered as part of the button
creation, and no imperative change is required:

2Todolist is an implementation of http://todomvc.com/.
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def pipeline(click: Event[Unit]): Signal[String] =

click.count

.map(c => s"This button was clicked $c times")

val button = new Button(pipeline)

We provide a function to the button, and the function describes
the pipeline to process the button clicks. With this approach the
created pipeline is private to the button. To share events and signals
betweenmultiple UI components (buttons, labels, etc.), they all have
to be initialized together with a combined and predefined pipeline
of operators. As a result, purely functional RP languages often only
limited use cases, like one animation, or a single UI window. Elm3

applied FRP to larger web applications. However, to keep purity the
RP abstractions were removed from Elm, as they suffered from the
problemswe explained. In REScala wemake the opposite choice and
sacrificed purity to keep the abstractions of RP and integrate them
with imperative applications. The integration allows programmers
to add and reconnect events and signals as required.

3.2.3 REScala Libraries. Motivated by the need to develop case
studies for REScala in various domains, we have been working on
a number of libraries, including UI libraries, collections, libraries
for distribution, concurrency, and fault tolerance.

Many such libraries are implemented on top of REScala, using the
API. Examples include the integrations with Swing and JavaFX, both
of which use the APIs for imperative handlers to bridge between
the Java UI libraries, and the RP language.

For a number of libraries we took an approach that we call shal-
low reactivity where a wrapper exposing the reactive abstractions
is added to the original library API. As an example, consider Swing,
the Java graphic library. The REScala RESwing library provides
Swing component with reactive operators, e.g., an input field is a
signal holding the current text inserted by the user. The reactive
library is a wrapper around Java Swing components, and uses them
internally. Wrapping the internals of Swing allows RP developers
to directly use values and components provided by RESwing, with-
out the necessity to use imperative code to manage updates. RP is
well suited to express interactions with UI libraries, and modern
libraries such as JavaFX and the HTML DOM have interfaces that
are designed on RP concepts.

However, designing reactive collections as a wrapper results in
operators having wildly unexpected runtime behavior. For example,
consider our collection library. In this case, adding an element to a
list is expected to be a cheap operator prepending a new node to the
list. When adding to the wrapped list, however, derived properties
such as the size of the list are recomputed. The recomputation
traverses the full list and counts all elements, because the reactive
wrapper library does not use knowledge about the internal behavior
of collections.

In this case, a better approach is to integrate RP with the internal
code of collections, to enable incremental behavior for derived
operators, as shown by the reactive lists of Maier [19]. The resulting
library is used similar to the wrapper library, but with efficient
incremental updates.

3Elm is the full version of FElm [8]

3.2.4 Reactive Programming vs. Stream Processing. Stream pro-
cessing systems such as Spark [42] or Flink [1] and to a lesser extend
also reactive extensions [18] provide an API that looks similar to
RP4 on the surface, but with different semantics and use cases.

As we discussed in Section 2, RP is concerned with the current
state of an application now, and provides a fundamentally synchro-
nous view on changes at each point in time. Stream processing, on
the other hand, is concerned with individual asynchronous data
elements combined in streams. Multiple changes that occur at the
same time are a priori unrelated in streaming systems, and the use
of special operators is required to correlate inputs. Streaming oper-
ators are allowed to rearrange, group, and aggregate input streams,
because there is no inherent relation among inputs that occur at
the same time.

As a price for the flexibility when processing individual inputs,
stream processing systems do not offer signals and provide no
glitch freedom. The lack of a consistent view on state of multiple
inputs, makes common interactive tasks hard to express. Recurring
tasks in our case studies, such as “when the mouse is dragged,
draw the selected shape in the current color and line width”, are
straightforward to express in RP but have no simple equivalent in
stream processing.

3.3 Reactive Languages
As with any language RP evolves with its usage. In this section we
discuss considerations when designing an RP language, and show
how our case studies guide the design of the language.

3.3.1 API Size. We discuss multiple RP languages and the size
of their APIs, and how API design relates to the intended use cases
and concepts.

FElm [8] is designed for asynchronous composition of GUIs,
and requires three operators for this purpose, combining signals,
folding over past values, and making a computation asynchronous.
Fran [11] is designed for animations, a similar use case to FElm. Fran
does not include asynchronous computations, but has operators for
transforming time, and dynamically recombining signals, required
to change the speed and behavior of animations. In total, the Fran
API lists around 10 to 20 operators in the API, including some minor
variations of common operators.

In contrast, reactive extensions [18], includes operators specific
to collections, asynchronous execution, and mathematical aggre-
gation. The result is a library with over 450 operators, 80 of which
are considered core operators5.

REScala does not target a specific application domain, and in-
cludes operators for combining events, signals, and converting
between the two, as well as operators which integrate with im-
perative code. On the other hand, REScala refrains from including
operators for a specific domain, such as mathematical aggregations.
In total REScala has an API size of around 40 operators. About half
are convenience operators for events, which form a small event pro-
cessing sub language. The inclusion of operators into the REScala

4Sometimes stream processing is also called RP. Here we talk about the kind of RP as
implemented by REScala.
5Core operators are those that exist not only because of multiple overloads, such
as averageInteger and averageDouble, see http://reactivex.io/documentation/
operators.html
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Figure 1: Creating a cycle

API is driven by our case studies. Most of the REScala operators
are generic and used in multiple case studies – their usage is not
limited to specific domains. Other operators such as list (c.f., Sec-
tion 3.1.3) are mainly used during testing, but are so useful there to
warrant their inclusion. The case studies often derive more complex
or specific operators from the basic ones, however none of them
are common enough to warrant inclusion into REScala. Some com-
monly useful operators for a specific domain are offered in libraries,
(c.f., Section 3.2.3).

3.3.2 API Design. RP languages minimize the number of con-
cepts necessary to use their API, exposing only events and signals
abstractions to programmers. As we discuss in Section 3.3.1, RP
languages offer a rich set of operators in their API, building on top
of events and signals. The derived operators have a semantics that is
expressible as (a combination of) basic concepts and such semantics
in REScala directly corresponds to the operator implementation.

For example, consider the || operator in REScala, which is de-
rived from the following event expression:

def || [A](a: Event[A], b: Event[A]): Event[A] =

Event { if (a().nonEmpty) a() else b() }

Accessing the value of an event inside an event expression, yields
a Option representing the fired value. The event expression above
defines, that the result of a || b is a new event ewith the following
behavior: If a fires a value (is nonEmpty), then e fires the value of a,
otherwise e fires the value of b (if b is also empty, then e does not
fire). Specifying operators using a small core set of concepts, makes
the language much more accessible for novices and allows one to
easily explain the semantics of complex programs.

3.3.3 Cycles. RP languages require that the dependency graph
is acyclic to ensure that propagation terminates6, but most RP
languages do not statically enforce the graph to be acyclic. However,
problems with cycles only occur rarely in practice. Consider the
following code to create a cycle between signals a and b:

val a = Signal { b() + 1 }

val b = Signal { a() - 1 }

6Limited and controlled cycles are permissible, if the cyclic computation reaches a
stable state and terminates.

Figure 1(A) shows the cycle the code is supposed to create to create.
However, the code does not compile for a RP language like REScala,
because the embedding language prevents cyclic definitions of
variables. To create a cyclic graph, imperative code is used7:

val h = Var(Signal(0))

val a = Signal { h()() + 1 }

val b = Signal { a() - 1 }

h.set(b)

Figure 1(B) illustrates this approach. The first line creates a helper
Var (h) containing the constant signal with value 0. The signal a
depends on h and the inner value of h – h() accesses the value of
h and h()() additionally accesses the inner value. and the last line
changes h to point to b.

Code that explicitly sets vars to other reactives is rare in practice.
In our case studies, we find that only the universe simulation and
the pong game have the potential for cycles. In both cases, the cycle
is related to the update steps of the simulation, i.e., the position
of the pong ball depends on the speed, and the speed depends on
the position (the speed changes when the ball bounces of a wall).
Cycles are part of the domain model of simulations, and in the case
studies it is explicitly avoided to create cyclic graphs.

4 CONCLUSION
In recent years, RP has gained popularity with several proposals for
languages embracing the reactive paradigm both in the academia
and in industry. This paper addresses the lack of information avail-
able on the programming experience with reactive languages, pro-
viding insights on the design of the languages themselves, on the
problems that developers encounter when using this paradigm, as
well as on the application domains for which RP is effective.

Our experience with RP indicates efficient applicability in the
domain of interactive applications and properly supports library
modularization, testing and static typing. These observations show
the potential of RP for supporting larger applications where main-
tenance is a challenge – a research line which we are actively
investigating.

5 RELATEDWORK
In the area of the implementation of RP languages, Ramson and
Hirschfeld recently proposed Active Expressions [31] as a funda-
mental primitive for different RP implementations.

Tool support has lead to debuggers that specifically target RP [2,
35]. These debuggers adopt the dependency graph or a visualization
of event streams as the model provided to developers to debug RP
programs.

The use of RP has been investigated in specific application do-
mains, e.g., the simulation of autonomous vehicles [12]. In some
cases, the peculiarities of the application domain led to RP imple-
mentations tailored to embedded systems [37], IoT [4], robotics [15],
network switches [14], and wireless sensor networks [27]. RP has
also received formal treatment [16, 17].

7Lazy initialization is an alternative to using explicit side effects.
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A recent focus of RP is distribution [5, 9, 20, 23, 25, 32, 39]. Re-
search includes new consistency models, such as eventual consis-
tency via CRDTs for replicated signals [24] and notions of relaxed
glitch freedom that account for an error margin [30]. Also, in the
area of distributed RP, researchers proposed mechanisms to achieve
fault tolerance. Leased signals [26] enable reacting to a partial fail-
ure when a remote host does not produce a value after a timeout.
Recent investigations of fault tolerance in REScala support to store
and recover program state upon failures, automatically update and
share distributed parts of the state providing eventual consistency,
and handle errors when programmer control is necessary [22].
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